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About This Game

Take your best shot with energizing arcade fun! Aim, shoot, clear the orange pegs, then sit back and cheer as 10 whimsical
teachers guide you to Peggle greatness. Conque 5d3b920ae0
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Still one of the most addictively fun little distractions ever made. Love to go back every now and then just for a quick diversion
occasionally. Just watch one of the demo videos and you'll know all you need to know about gameplay. With the cool backing
soundtrack, the fun little sound effects and fanfare melodies when you make a good shot or get an extra life or clear a level, and
all the cool power-ups. it's just fun to waste time in it and try to beat your high score.. Quite a fun game, despite being mostly
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luck based. Although I'm sure there's someone out there that take 10 minutes per shot to find the most optimal angle possible.
But it's more fun to shoot like a chimp and see what you hit.. Quite a fun game, despite being mostly luck based. Although I'm
sure there's someone out there that take 10 minutes per shot to find the most optimal angle possible. But it's more fun to shoot
like a chimp and see what you hit.. Still one of the most addictively fun little distractions ever made. Love to go back every now
and then just for a quick diversion occasionally. Just watch one of the demo videos and you'll know all you need to know about
gameplay. With the cool backing soundtrack, the fun little sound effects and fanfare melodies when you make a good shot or
get an extra life or clear a level, and all the cool power-ups. it's just fun to waste time in it and try to beat your high score.
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